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Our Vanishing 
Golden Age?*

I’ve just returned from a short stay in Greece 
where I had an opportunity to examine the re
mains of classical Greek civilization. Much of 
it was the product of a relatively brief frenzy 
of activity around 450 B. C. when Pericles 
was in power. This was a golden age for 
Greece. It was remarkable in its time, but it 
has passed.

Perhaps this has influenced my choice of a 
theme this evening. A number of percipient 
analysts of our current civilization are saying 
that we have seen a golden age in the past 30- 
odd years and that this age is vanishing. I 
want to examine this idea, what’s behind it,

‘ Remarks delivered before the Saint Joseph’s College 
Alumni Accounting Association, Bala Cynwyd, Penn
sylvania, November 3, 1977. The views expressed are 
mine and do not necessarily reflect those of my col
leagues in the Federal Reserve System.

By David P. Eastburn, President 
Federal Reserve Bank 

of Philadelphia

and what it implies for the future.

THE GOLDEN GENERATION
A generation is roughly 30 years. If you 

were born 30 years ago—as many of you here 
were—you would have lived through a re
markable era. Let me give you a few facts.

First off, there has been a substantial 
change in how much we earn. A family now 
has about twice the purchasing power—even 
after allowing for inflation—of a family at 
the end of World War II. A typical worker in 
1947 had to work almost nine months to earn 
enough for a car; today, he can earn enough 
in less than five months. And because of 
these rising incomes, the total real wealth per 
person has quadrupled.

There has been a tremendous leap in health, 
education, and housing. We now can trans
plant organs as complicated as the heart,
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kidney, and parts of the eye. A shattered 
knee can be replaced with an artificial joint, 
and the threat of polio has been all but 
eliminated. A child born today can expect to 
live about 15 percent longer than his counter
part of 30 years ago, and his chances of sur
viving the ordeal of birth are about 50 percent 
greater.

We are better educated. The proportion of 
the population over 25 years old with four or 
more years of college has jumped by 50 per
cent. And the typical American now has 
better than 12 years of schooling compared 
to 9 years three decades ago.

What we live in has also changed dramati
cally. Nearly half the population lived in 
dilapidated or substandard housing at the 
end of World War II. Today, only 7 percent 
of the population lives in such a fashion. 
Two-thirds of us now own our homes; 30 
years ago the majority rented. And our homes 
are filled with TV sets, air conditioners, and 
dishwashers that were rare or nonexistent a 
few decades back.

But perhaps the most striking and far- 
reaching developments have occurred in tech
nology, science, and information. We have 
the computer. Today, business—including 
accounting—simply could not function with
out the computer. It has allowed us to analyze 
the burgeoning information flow with a speed 
and accuracy unimaginable a generation ago. 
It played a major role in putting men on the 
moon and is crucial in our satellite com
munications network. In short, it has greatly 
accelerated the spread and implementation 
of new technology.

We take jet travel, atomic and nuclear 
energy, television, satellite communication, 
and space shots for granted, yet none of these 
was a part of the world 30 years ago. More
over, the rate at which new technology is 
being implemented is estimated to be some 
70-80 percent faster than it was prior to 
World War II.

So we have become healthier and wealthier, 
if not wiser, at an astounding rate during the 
past three decades. This explosion of tech

nology and material well-being seems to 
outstrip by far that of any other period. Many 
students of progress do label it a golden age.

All this is not to say that the past 30 years 
have been sweetness and light. They have 
seen troubles aplenty—the Korean and Viet
nam wars, race riots, generational conflicts, 
breakdown of our cities, Watergate, a major 
recession, and frightening inflation. So, if it 
is true that we have been living through a 
golden age, it is gold with a good bit of 
tarnish. And, some say, it contains the seed 
of its own destruction; the golden age will be 
vanishing during the rest of the century.

They see two possible scenarios. One we 
might call the Mother Hubbard scenario, the 
other the Gone Fishin’ scenario. Let’s look at 
each of these briefly.

MOTHER HUBBARD
Will we go to the cupboard and find it 

bare? Certainly, we have been using up 
resources at a furious pace during the golden 
years. It would hardly have been possible to 
produce as much as we have, to have im
proved our material well-being so greatly, 
without using up vast quantities of resources. 
And it is true that we have been so pre
occupied with our affluence that we have 
given little thought to the resource base.

In less than two decades, however, we 
have refocused our concern from Galbraith’s 
Affluent Society  to the Club of Rome’s Limits 
to G row th.1 Now geologists, agronomists, 
and physicists are at center stage. Whether 
we will have sufficient basic resources to 
sustain and expand life as we have come to 
know it depends to a considerable extent on 
what they have to say.

But it also depends on what economists 
have to say. I can’t speak for the scientists. I

Ijohn Kenneth Galbraith, The Affluent Society (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1958); The Limits to Growth: 
A Report for the Club of Rome’s Project on the Pre
dicament of Mankind (New York: Universe Books, 
1972).
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don’t propose to examine the geology of pe
troleum deposits, the technology of solar 
energy, or the chemistry of the Green Re
volution. But I would like to say a word 
about the economics of the resources prob
lem.

Start with the reality that resources are 
limited. There is just so much oil, coal, and 
iron in the ground; there is just so much 
cultivatable land. At some point on this 
collision course the collision happens; rising 
demands on resources run into the limit of re
sources. Nobody really knows when. Alarm
ists see it happening soon enough that we 
must immediately begin slowing growth. 
Others—including myself—see good possi
bilities for the economy to work out a solu
tion, at least within the time period most of 
us can foresee and care about.

Whether the economy actually can do this 
depends on whether we let it do it. Congress 
right now is in the throes of deciding how to 
deal with energy. Advocates of a flexible 
price system say we have the solution built 
into our economy. When there is more de
mand for something than supply will support, 
its price will go up. This induces some to cut 
back on their demand and stimulates others 
to increase supply. As resources eventually 
begin to run out, prices not only will ration 
what’s left but will induce some producers to 
find alternative ways of meeting the de
mands. In the case of oil, for example, rising 
prices will cut back on gasoline consumption 
by car drivers and encourage producers to 
sink new wells. As we begin to run out of oil, 
rising prices for oil will help conserve the re
maining supply and encourage the develop
ment of, say, solar energy.

This seems so simple that you ask why 
doesn’t it happen. The catch is that for the 
process to work, for this automatic carrot- 
and-stick method to be effective, some people 
will seem to gain and others seem to lose. In 
the case of oil, the oil companies may gain 
windfall profits, the small farmer may have 
to pay much more to run his tractor. So the

problem of inequity raises its ugly head. The 
average American has such strong feelings 
about fair play that it is hard for him to let an 
impersonal market system work out a solu
tion. You may argue with him that it is all for 
his own good and that if producers are not 
given some incentives to produce there will 
be nothing for him to consume. But I suspect 
a good many Americans would rather line up 
at the gas pump than see oil companies get 
windfall profits.

This poses a real dilemma for policymakers, 
but not an irreconcilable one. The price 
system can do a much better job than con
trols in dealing with the resources problem. 
It should be allowed to work. Together with 
a free rein for development of new tech
nology it can help to stretch out existing re
sources, develop new substitutes, and direct 
them to the most productive uses.

The equity problem requires taking a long 
view. At times some producers may have to 
be rewarded especially well when supplies 
are short and there is a need to expand them. 
Over a longer period, however, it should be 
easier, through tax and subsidy programs of 
government, to prevent gross inequities from 
persisting.

Obviously, this kind of solution is a trade
off. Completely controlled prices in the in
terests of equity can create havoc. Complete 
laissez-faire without regard to equity will not 
be accepted by the American public. Policy
makers must steer a course in between.

I have hopes that this can be done with 
some degree of success. If it can, the Mother 
Hubbard scenario need not be in our future 
for a long time to come. I see no need for it to 
foreclose many more golden years.

GONE FISHIN’
The other threat to the golden age is the 

Gone Fishin’ scenario. This would have the 
American people become so unproductive as 
to slow growth at best to a sluggish pace. The 
horrible example held before us is England 
where, it is said, factories are inefficient,
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managers incompetent, and workers pre
occupied with afternoon tea. The welfare 
state attempts to give everything to every
body from cradle to grave, but no one is in
terested in producing enough to make it all 
possible.

How realistic is this for America’s future? I 
can see two aspects of this scenario, one of 
which doesn’t seem a threat, the other of 
which does. The first is the work ethic. This 
is a distinctively American phenomenon that 
is credited with many of the advances in 
well-being that we enjoy. We want more 
things and are willing to work for them; we 
work hard and so produce more. Now I have 
tried to get a fix on the reality of the work 
ethic. Many respected observers claim it is 
real and cite studies and statistics to support 
their view. Others point to the dehumanizing 
aspects of the assembly line, a decline in 
pride of workmanship, and cheaters on un
employment and welfare roles. Both are 
probably right. On balance, I’m inclined to 
place a good deal of faith in the work ethic. 
We have more important things to worry 
about.

One of them is a lag in investment in pro
ductive plant and equipment. In a recent 
speech Arthur Burns has explored the prob
lem at length, and I commend it to you.2 The 
conclusion is that business is not investing 
sufficiently in new productive capacity to 
ensure rapid growth in output in the future. 
Many reasons can be brought to bear. Busi
ness has experienced a number of major 
shocks in recent years, uncertainties abound, 
and profits have been relatively low. My 
own assessment is that matters have not pro
ceeded so far that corporate leaders would

2Arthur F. Burns, “The Need for Better Profits.” An 
address delivered at Gonzaga University, Spokane, 
Washington, October 26, 1977.

rather go fishin’, but this is a danger to be 
guarded against.

Again, in both aspects, equity plays an im
portant part. The work ethic will disappear if 
fair rewards for work are not forthcoming, 
and investment can languish if business 
profits are unfairly low.

In short, I see more threats in the Gone 
Fishin’ scenario than in the Mother Hubbard 
scenario. But they are still only threats and it 
is by no means too late to deal with them.

CONCLUSIONS
So I am optimistic. Intelligent action by 

those in responsible positions in the private 
and public sectors can continue whatever 
goldenness we may have enjoyed in the last 
30 years. That is to say, economic growth 
can continue to be rapid, technological ad
vances can proceed apace, resulting enhance
ment of material well-being can flow to 
society.

This is not to say that life will be just the 
same. We will be increasingly conscious of 
the Mother Hubbard problem. We can no 
longer be so profligate in our use of resources 
or abuse of the environment. And I suspect 
we will be sufficiently impressed with the 
Gone Fishin’ scenario as to go fishin’ more 
often. Studies suggest that there is not 
always a clear relationship between hap
piness and affluence. I believe the American 
people will continue to seek more material 
things, but increasingly they will be seeking 
happiness and whatever, in addition to things, 
they need to produce it—leisure, contempla
tion, and escape from the rat race. Over a 
century ago a great economist, John Stuart 
Mill, envisioned a time when we can turn our 
minds to “improving the Art of Living” rather 
than being “engrossed by the art of getting 
on.” In this sense we can look forward to a 
truly golden age.
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Potential Competition
and 

the Banks

By Timothy Hannan*

Competition is the first line of defense 
against high prices and poor service. The 
more competitive a market is, the more likely 
it is to offer relatively high grades of goods 
and services at relatively low prices. This 
maxim applies to a regulated industry like 
banking just as it does to any other form of 
commercial endeavor. Faced with a host of 
competitors, a bank has to convince custo
mers that the services it provides are some
how superior to those offered by other banks. 
With fewer competitors, this pressure is 
reduced.

Regulation of mergers is one of the chief 
tools that policymakers use to encourage 
competition. The name of the game here is to 
keep major banks in the same market from 
merging with one another if the merger

*The author, who holds a Ph.D. from the University 
of Wisconsin, specializes in banking and urban econo
mics. He joined the Philadelphia Fed’s Department of 
Research in 1974.

would reduce competition in that market. As 
many frustrated bankers with the urge to 
merge have discovered the hard way, this 
policy tool has become a serious bar to bank 
acquisitions.

But what about banks that don’t compete 
in the same market? Can the distant pre
sence of one such bank affect the rates that 
another bank charges or the services that it 
offers? Do banks have an impact on one 
another that’s not a matter of actual com
petition in the same market? Many econo
mists think they do have such an impact. 
Their reasoning is that the threat of com
petition from institutions in other markets, 
and the fact that these institutions someday 
may compete directly, can make bankers 
alter their behavior. If these economists are 
right, then clearly there’s a place for regu
latory initiatives that go beyond the encour
agement of intra-market competition.

At present, this subject is being discussed 
under the rubric ‘potential competition’. But 
there appears to be some confusion about
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just what the expression ‘potential competi
tion’ describes. If so, the first step in clearing 
it up will be to show how competition of the 
ordinary sort works in a single market. Then 
it should be easier to see what happens when 
an outside firm threatens to enter a market 
and what happens when it actually moves in.

COMPETITION, PRICES, AND PROFITS
Economists have been looking at the rela

tion of competition to prices and profits for 
hundreds of years. Dissected, poked, and 
prodded from almost every conceivable angle, 
this relation is perhaps the most thoroughly 
studied item in the whole of economics. 
Theories have changed over time. But from 
the crudest eighteenth-century formulations 
on up to the most recent and sophisticated 
theorizings, the conclusion almost always 
has been the same: more competitors and 
competition in a given market show up in 
lower prices and (when applicable] better 
service. This conclusion has been confirmed 
by statistical studies of many industries, 
from the most obscure to the most visible. 
Not to be outdone by their counterparts in 
other industries, banking economists usually 
have come up with the same finding: com
petition makes a difference. For markets in 
general, this conclusion is about as well 
accepted as anything ever gets to be in the 
argumentative world of the economist. It’s 
not surprising, therefore, that a great deal of 
antitrust legislation, much of it bearing on 
the banking industry, has been founded on 
this conclusion.

But when a banker thinks of competition, 
he may have tommorrow’s in mind as well as 
today’s. There’s always a chance that a new 
bank will enter a given market, if permitted, 
especially if that market is unusually profit
able. If the new bank moves in indepen
dently instead of merging with a local bank, 
the local bank may lose business or have to 
make a stronger effort to retain its customers 
by giving them more or better services or 
lower prices—which could reduce profits.

And bankers, like other businessmen, don’t 
like to see their profitability drop.

Under these circumstances, the local bank
er has a choice: either make the market less 
attractive to outsiders now by charging less 
for services, or continue profitability at a 
higher level now and run the risk of having 
more competitors and lower profits in future.

Limit Pricing: Response to a Threat. The
exercise of restraint in pricing, based on the 
fear that higher prices—and hence profits— 
would invite competitive firms into a market, 
goes under the name ‘limit pricing’. In a limit
pricing situation, the threat of entry by out
siders influences the present conduct of firms 
in a market even though no market entry 
occurs. The outcome may be seen in lower 
rates for loans, higher interest on deposits, 
and lower service charges—all good things, 
from the customer’s point of view.

The key assumptions here are two: that 
bankers who might invade a market (poten
tial entrants] tend to base their decisions on 
the prices and profits of firms already opera
ting in that market; and that local firms tend 
to respond to the potential entry threat with 
pricing policies designed to get the most out 
of profits over the long haul, despite the 
effect on short-term earnings. Are these as
sumptions borne out? Economists disagree. 
But it’s clear that, if limit pricing does occur, it 
may be an important ally in the effort to keep 
prices at competitive levels.

Even better, it’s an ally that comes to the 
rescue when it’s needed most. If a banking 
market is highly competitive, prices already 
will be relatively low and the consumer will 
be relatively well served. There will be little 
reason to be concerned with an entry threat, 
since outside banks won’t have the promise 
of unusually high prices or profits to lure 
them in. But where a dominant bank in a 
noncompetitive market is considering a price 
rise or a service reduction, the entry threat 
may be important, since it’s likely that new 
firms will be attracted by the higher price 
structure. In this latter case, where market
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competition is weak, limit pricing should be 
working to hold down prices and profits.

Thus the threat of entry posed by an out
sider can be serious business. But this is not 
the only way that the outsider can affect 
prices and services in a market. The potential 
competitor also can decide to move in and 
start actually competing.

After the Threat: Post-Entry Impact. The
bank that enters a new market by opening a 
branch on site may have some effect on 
prices and services. It’s well known that 
more competitors in a market usually pre
sage lower prices or better services. So an 
outsider that’s likely to add to the list of com
petitors by entering a new market can be use
ful to have around.

The notion that an outsider may improve 
competition in a market by actually entering 
it, rather than by simply threatening to enter 
it, is what economists have in mind when 
they speak of probable future competition.1 
While the influence of limit pricing is reflect
ed in market conduct now, probable future 
competition is concerned with the prospect 
of an improved market structure—a better 
number and mix of market competitors— 
later on. Since the entry of new competitors 
is more important when competition is rela
tively weak, actual market entry too is likely 
to be of greater significance in markets that 
are less competitive.

Thus limit pricing and actual market entry 
in the future both may be sources of increas
ed market efficiency. But knowing that ef
ficiency may be promoted in these ways isn’t 
enough for economists, regulators, and policy
makers. They want to know when in fact 
these phenomena occur and how much of a 
difference they make.

T-This term was introduced by Stephen A. Rhoades. For 
a further discussion, see his “Clarification of the Poten
tial Competition Doctrine in Bank Merger Analysis,” 
Journal of Bank Reseach 6 (1975), pp. 35-42.

EVIDENCE FOR POTENTIAL COMPETI
TION

It’s not easy for the observer to identify a 
case of limit pricing. As a result, evidence 
that it occurs at all has been woefully lack
ing. One way to pinpoint it in banking would 
be to measure the threat of entry faced by 
local banks and then to see whether banks 
that face greater entry threats tend to charge 
lower prices for their services. State branch 
banking laws often narrow the field of new 
entrants by indicating which banks are per
mitted to enter a given market and which are 
excluded. Using the state branching laws as 
a starting point, the Philadelphia Fed current
ly is conducting research to determine whe
ther limit pricing is a factor in the way some 
banks operate. Identifying occurrences of 
limit pricing remains a pretty tough task, 
though, and evidence from many different 
studies employing different methods may be 
necessary before the question can be truly 
resolved.

The evidence for a new entrant’s post
entry impact is much better than the evi
dence for limit pricing. It’s not hard to 
observe that some banks enter new markets 
and that more banks in a market usually 
bring more competition and a better break 
for the consumer. In Pennsylvania, for ex
ample, more competition in local banking 
markets has been found to result in higher 
rates paid for savings deposits.2 But for

2 See, for example, C. Glassman,” Banking Markets 
in Pennsylvania,” in Changing Pennsylvania’s Branch
ing Laws: An Economic Analysis, Technical Papers, 
Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia, 1973, pp. 19-41. 
Other studies that confirm the relation of competition to 
the prices banks charge include D. Jacobs, “Business 
Loan Costs and Bank Market Structure,” National 
Bureau of Economic Research, 1971, and F. Edwards, 
"Concentration and Competition in Commercial Bank
ing: A Statistical Study,” Research Report No. 26, 
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, 1964. For a study of 
market entry by banks see S. A. Rhoades and A. J. 
Yeats, “An Analysis of Entry and Expansion Practices 
in Bank Acquisition and Merger Cases,” Western Eco
nomic Journal 10 (1972), pp. 337-345.
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policy purposes it would help to know also 
just how likely it is that any given outside 
bank will enter a market and how conse
quential the effect is likely to be. What will 
be the result if a bank new to the market 
starts bidding for consumer funds and busi
ness? And what will be the result if an out
side bank acquires or merges with a bank 
that’s already in the market? These are ques
tions of magnitude that policymakers try to 
consider when they recommend changes in 
the branch banking statutes and chartering 
practices or review applications for merger.

NEW ENTRY: TO MERGE OR NOT TO 
MERGE

If potential competition has procompe- 
titive effects, then it ought to have a bearing 
on which mergers are allowed to take place. 
A neighboring bank weighing the pros and 
cons of invading a new market by setting up 
new branches may cause more competitive 
behavior now, because it is threatening to 
enter the market, and a more competitive 
market structure later on, if it makes good 
that threat. But these advantages may be lost 
if our potential entrant is allowed to merge 
with a bank already in the market. Such a 
merger could reduce the new-entry threat 
faced by banks pondering price increases in 
that market. And it could eliminate the oppor
tunity to get an extra bank into the market at 
some future time, and thus the chance to gen
erate more market competition. Either way, 
potential competition suggests an argument 
against certain mergers, and this fact has not 
been lost on the people who are charged with 
maintaining competition in banking (see THE 
REGULATOR’S DECISION].

It would be a mistake, of course, to pre
sume that mergers of banks in different 
markets always are undesirable. In some 
cases, the infusion of capital and managerial 
efficiency can turn a weak market competi
tor into an aggressive one, offering a greater 
array of services, lower prices, and increas
ed convenience to customers. A sizable bene
fit may accrue also in the case of a failing

bank, where an opportune merger with an 
outsider may save the local banking market 
from becoming even more concentrated. But 
against these potential benefits must be 
weighed the costs of losing potential compe
tition. By eliminating the entry threat posed 
by the outsider, a merger of banks in different 
markets may reduce pressures that currently 
keep prices down. And to this must be added 
yet another cost if the outsider lost through 
merger in fact would have entered the mar
ket on its own and added to the market’s 
future list of competitors. These are separate 
and distinct costs which, if known with 
accuracy, could be compared with whatever 
benefits might result from mergers to arrive 
at a correct decision in every case. The trick 
then is to consider the benefits and costs in 
each case and to weigh them against one 
another. And that is almost a definition of 
one of the aims of bank regulatory policy.

REGULATING BANKS IN A POTENTIAL- 
COMPETITION ENVIRONMENT

In their attempt to oversee the banking in
dustry where potential competition may be 
important, regulators face two severe dif
ficulties—lack of information and regula
tory inconsistency.

The information gap is unavoidable. While 
it may be useful to know that the competi
tive impact of a given merger can be de
composed into several different forces, some 
beneficial and some not, the inability to 
assess the magnitudes of these forces makes 
regulatory decisions difficult. Measurement 
of entry threats is especially difficult, and 
very little evidence has been available to 
guide decisionmaking here. Predicting the 
results of bank mergers in different markets 
is such a slippery undertaking because, even 
where potential competition is well under
stood, very little is known about the impact 
that potential competition can have in terms 
of dollars and cents. By how much, for ex
ample, will prices and services in a market be 
affected if the threat of entry into that market 
is reduced because of a merger? Until this
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THE REGULATOR’S DECISION
Banks compete with one another for customers in certain geographic areas—local banking 

markets. In order to reach a decision about a proposed merger of two banks, regulators first must 
determine where the relevant banking markets are. This determination often is made by analyzing 
data on population, commuting patterns, bank locations, and other conditions, that may be useful 
in marking off the areas where banks compete. To see the situation that regulators must come to 
grips with once the boundaries of these markets have been determined, suppose that Market A 
contains Bank 1 and Bank 2, neighboring Market B contains Bank 3, and Bank 3 is applying for 
permission to merge with Bank 2.

If Bank 3 is allowed to merge with Bank 2, it will be lost as a potential entrant into Market A. If banks 
in Market A keep their prices down out of fear that Bank 3 might enter with a new branch, then the 
loss of Bank 3 as a potential entrant may mean higher prices and fewer happy customers in Market 
A. This is how limit pricing can affect the desirability of allowing a merger.

Also, suppose that there is a high probability that Bank 3 will enter Market A with a new branch if 
it is not allowed to merge with Bank 2. If the merger is not approved, customers in Market A may 
benefit at some future date from having three different banks compete in their market instead of the 
present two. This would be an application of the concept of probable future competition, and it too 
could be relevant to the regulator’s decision.

Of course, it’s often difficult to determine how important these considerations are in any given 
case, and against the cost that may result from losing Bank 3 as a potential entrant into Market A 
must be weighed the benefits that might result from the merger itself.

question is resolved, some incorrect deci
sions may be the unhappy result.

More avoidable, perhaps, is the variety in 
the treatment accorded potential competi
tion cases by different government agencies. 
The often tortuous route from merger appli
cation to final approval or denial can involve 
the state banking authorities, the Federal 
Reserve System, the Federal Deposit Insur
ance Corporation, the Comptroller of the 
Currency, the Justice Department, and dif

ferent levels of the courts (see THE SU
PREME COURT. . And concern has been 
voiced that not all of these branches of 
government march to the same economic 
drummer. In the words of one critic: “Dif
ferences in the relationship of economic 
theory to Federal regulatory policy, on the 
one hand, and to guidelines laid down by the 
courts, on the other, are evidenced by the 
eight successive failures of the Justice De
partment to win a banking organization mer
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ger case in the district court when invoking 
the potential competition doctrine.”3

DOING THE BEST WITH WHAT’S AVAIL
ABLE

The current state of knowledge may not be

3Gary G. Gilbert, “The Potential Competition Doc
trine in Commercial Banking: Theory and Policy,” in 
Conference on Bank Structure and Competition, Federal 
Reserve Bank of Chicago, 1974, pp. 140-156.

sufficient to guarantee a correct decision in 
every case, but it does indicate some useful 
guidelines to follow in making better deci
sions about potential competition. While 
more knowledge about the dollars-and-cents 
impact of potential competition certainly 
would help in the comparison of benefits to 
costs, it still is useful to make some ap
praisal of where potential competition is 
likely to be important and hence where re
gulatory action is more likely to produce the 
greater benefit. It’s known, for example, that

Recent Supreme Court decisions involving potential competition in bank merger cases have 
addressed in detail some of the important underlying issues. The opinion handed down in the recent 
Marine Bancorporation case, for example, shows how the Court tends to view these issues.*

This case stems from the attempted acquisition of the Washington Trust Bank (WTB) of Spokane 
by the National Bank of Commerce [NBC) of Seattle, a subsidiary of Marine Bancorporation, Inc. As 
is evidenced by its opinion in this case, the Court sharply distinguishes probable future 
competition from limit pricing and recognizes the conditions under which each may need to be 
considered.

In regard to probable future competition, the Court noted that before it was possible to determine 
that the antitrust laws had been violated, it had to be shown “(1) that in fact NBC has available 
feasible means of entering the Spokane market other than by acquiring WTB; and (2) that those 
means offer a substantial likelihood of ultimately producing deconcentration of that market 
[reducing the share of deposits held by the largest banks] or other significant procompetitive 
effects.”! Because Washington state branching laws make it difficult for a bank to enter a new 
market other than by merger, the Court held that the conditions for probable future competition were 
not satisfied in this case. The question of Court action if these conditions are satisified has yet to be 
resolved.

The applicability of the limit-pricing concept was examined and also rejected in this case. Since 
the regulatory barriers keep NBC from posing a serious threat of entry except by merger, the Court 
reasoned, it is unlikely that this bank would exert any meaningful procompetitive influence over 
Spokane banks by standing in the wings.

From recent decisions, then, it appears likely that the Court may consider potential competition 
where state laws don’t restrict bank expansion. Whether it will consider potential competition in 
other circumstances is a question yet to be answered.

* 418 U. S. 602 (1974). 
f 418 U. S. 623.
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the less competitive a market is, the greater is 
likely to be the benefit that results from 
potential competition. The threat of entry 
now or the prospect of entry later by an out
side bank means little in a competitive mar
ket but may have a sizable influence in a non
competitive one. It seems likely also that the 
more ready, willing, and able a bank is to 
branch into a new market, the more credible 
is the entry threat it poses and the more likely 
is its actual entry in the future. Thus a large, 
well-managed bank with a history of branch
ing activity is likely to have a bigger impact 
as a potential entrant than a small, un- 
aggressive one. Finally, the fewer the banks 
that are willing and able to enter a market, 
the more important it is when any one of 
these banks is lost through merger, if poten
tial competition is a factor.

Together, these considerations indicate a 
policy that regulatory agencies often follow: 
take action against a proposed acquisition 
when the market in question is highly non
competitive and when the outsider is one of 
only a few banks that might enter with a new 
branch.

For now, a policy based on knowledge of 
when potential competition is likely to be 
important, bolstered by a fair amount of 
educated guessing, probably is the best that 
can be hoped for. Better information about 
the significance of potential competition in 
banking would make future decisionmaking

a little easier. But even in the present state of 
our knowledge, drawing the line somewhere 
in bank merger policy is likely to be better 
than not drawing it at all.

An altered bank merger policy is not the 
only vehicle by which more information 
about potential competition could change 
things for the customer. Potential competi
tion is relevant also to decisions about branch 
banking restrictions and chartering proce
dures. The fact that legal restrictions on 
branch banking may reduce the threat of 
entry as well as actual entry into local bank
ing markets surely must be considered in 
assessing the desirability of such restric
tions. Similarly, information on the extent to 
which chartering requirements for new banks 
reduce the list of potential competitors some
day may have a significant influence on de
cisions about such requirements. Then too 
there are the recent moves to make other 
financial institutions more closely competi
tive with commercial banks, such as the 
authorization of negotiable order of with
drawal (NOW) accounts for mutual savings 
banks. Changes in the number and mix of 
competitors may have an impact not only on 
regular competition within banking markets 
but also on potential competition. As we gain 
more information on potential competition, 
we may yet find it to be a valuable ally in 
keeping banking markets competitive and 
banking customers happy.
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From the
Philadelphia FED...

ECONOMIC MAN  
vs. SOCIAL MAN

AND OTHER TALKS
By David P. Eastburn

Copies of this new publication are available without charge from the Department of 
Public Services, Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia, 100 North Sixth Street, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania 19106.
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The Fed in Print
Business Review Topics, 

First Half 1977
Selected by Doris Zimmermann

Articles appearing in the Federal Reserve 
Bulletin and in the periodic reviews of the 
Federal Reserve banks during the first half of 
1977 are referenced in this compilation. A 
cumulation of references for the period 1974 
to date is available upon request from the De
partment of Public Services, Federal Reserve 
Bank of Philadelphia, 100 North Sixth Street, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106.

To obtain a copy of the Federal Reserve 
Bulletin, send two dollars to the Board of 
Governors of the Federal Reserve System at 
the Washington address on page 23. The 
periodic reviews of the Federal Reserve banks 
are available without charge directly from 
the issuing banks, whose addresses also 
appear on page 23.

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS
U. S. international transactions in a re
covering economy—

FR Bull April 77 p 311

BANK COMPETITION
Philadelphia National Bank case revisited— 

Minn Wint 77 p 5 
Increasing competition between 
financial institutions—

Chic May 77 p 23

BANK DEPOSITS — GOVERNMENT FUNDS 
Treasury deposits and the money supply— 

Kansas City Feb 77 p 14 
State and local government deposits 
in the district—

Chic March 77 p 22

BANK FAILURES
Bank failures — a historical perspective— 

Kansas City June 77 p 10

BANK HOLDING COMPANIES 
Nonbanking activities of bank 
holding companies—

Chic March 77 p 12 
Bank holding company financial 
developments in 1976—

FR Bull April 77 p 337

BANK LIABILITIES
A perspective on liability 
management and bank risk—

San Fran Wint 77 p 12

BANK LOANS
Changes in bank lending practices, 1976— 

FR Bull April 77 p 341 
Survey of terms of bank lending:
New series—

FR Bull May 77 p 442

BANK LOANS — BUSINESS
Real world risk and financial institutions— 

San Fran Wint 77 p 5 
Southeastern banking during 
the recovery—

Atlanta April 77 p 54 
Business borrowing recovers—

Atlanta May 77 p 78

BANK LOANS — FARM
Updating agricultural loan data—

Atlanta March 77 p 31

BANK LOANS — REAL ESTATE 
Bank participation in the 
residential mortgage market—

Chic May 77 p 8

BANK MARKETS
New tests of banking market limits— 

Atlanta March 77 p 39 
Changes in seller concentration in 
banking markets—

Atlanta March 77 p 41
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BANK SUPERVISION 
Bank regulation: Strengthening 
Friedman’s case for reform—

Minn Sum 77 p 11

BANKING, INTERNATIONAL 
Foreign bank legislation—

FR Bull June 77 p 613 
Commercial bank lending to the 
developing countries—

NY Sum 77 p 1

BANKING STRUCTURE
Recent trends in local banking 
market structure—

FR Bull May 77 p 440

BONDS YIELDS 
Changing yield spreads in the 
U. S. government bond market—

Rich March 77 p 3 
Recent behavior of the risk 
structure of bond yields—

NY Sum 77 p 21

BUDGET
Government: A year of change and sur
prise—

Chic Jan 77 p 21
New directions for the Federal budget?— 

NY Spr 77 p 1
On the “underspending” in the Federal 
budget—

NY Sum 77 p 13

BURNS, ARTHUR F.
Statement to Congress, February 3, 1977 
(monetary policy)—

FR Bull Feb 77 p 119 
Statement to Congress, February 23, 1977 
(monetary policy)—

FR Bull March 77 p 222 
Statement to Congress, March 2, 1977 
(budget)—

FR Bull March 77 p 227 
Statement to Congress, March 10, 1977 
(bank liquidity)—

FR Bull March 77 p 238

Statement to Congress, March 22, 1977 
(money supply)—

FR Bull April 77 p 358 
The need for order in international 
finance—

FR Bull May 77 p 456 
Statement to Congress, May 3, 1977 
(monetary policy)—

FR Bull May 77 p 463

BUSINESS CYCLES 
International: A road to recovery—

Chic Jan 77 p 15

BUSINESS FORECASTS AND REVIEWS 
Domestic financial developments— 
published quarterly in the FR Bull—
The economy in 1976—

FR Bull Jan 77 p 1 
Review and outlook: 1976-77—

Chic Jan 77 p 3 
Forecasts 1977—

Rich Jan 77 p 10 
Review of 1976—

Dallas Feb 77 p 8
THE FORECASTING PERFORMANCE 
IN THE EARLY 1970’s revision 
available—

Bost March 77 p 2
An assessment of the Council of Economic 
Advisers’ forecast of 1977—

Bost March 77 p 3

BUSINESS INDICATORS 
Business cycles — a new leading indicator— 

Dallas March 77 p 1

CAPACITY
The effects of the new energy regime on 
economic capacity, production, and prices— 

St Louis May 77 p 2

CAPITAL EXPENDITURES 
A guide to capital outlays in 
the current recovery—

St Louis Feb 77 p 2
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Private domestic investment in 
the current business cycle—

Rich March 77 p 9 
Southeastern industrial investment— 

Atlanta May 77 p 63 
Capital spending—a lack of dynamism— 

NY Spr 77 p 14

CHECK COLLECTIONS 
CHECKING OUT CHECKS available— 

NY Sum 77 p 63

CHECKING ACCOUNTS 
Survey of empirical findings on the cost 
of checking accounts—

Dallas May 77 p 7

CITIES
THE FUTURE OF AMERICAN CITIES 
availab le—

Phila May 77 p 10

COLDWELL, PHILIP E.
Statement to Congress, March 3, 1977 
(Federal Reserve Banks audit)—

FR Bull March 77 p 233 
Statement to Congress, April 7, 1977 
(Federal Reserve Banks operations)—

FR Bull April 77 p 375

COMMERCIAL PAPER 
The commercial paper market—

FR Bull June 77 p 525

CONSUMER PROTECTION 
Systemwide consumer compliance and 
education program March 30, 1977—

FR Bull April 77 p 427 
FAIR CREDIT BILLING available from 
Federal Reserve Banks and Board—

FR Bull April 77 p 430 
EQUAL CREDIT OPPORTUNITY 
PAMPHLETS available from Federal 
Reserve Banks and Board—

FR Bull May 77 p 522 
New EQUAL CREDIT OPPORTUNITY 
pamphlet available—

FR Bull June 77 p 614

CORPORATE TAX 
Taxation of corporate income:
Some European approaches—

NY Sum 77 p 27

COTTON
High cotton prices spur more plantings— 

Atlanta May 77 p 69

CREDIT
Finance: Funds widely available—

Chic Jan 77 p 24 
The 1975-76 Federal deficits and 
the credit market—

St Louis Jan 77 p 9

CREDIT RATIONING 
Private credit rationing—

Bost May 77 p 24

CREDIT UNIONS
Credit union growth in perspective— 

Kansas City Feb 77 p 3

DEBT MANAGEMENT 
Financing the Federal deficit in 
1975 and 1976—

NY Spr 77 p 19

DROUGHT
The economic realities of drought— 

Kansas City May 77 p 3

ECONOMIC STABILIZATION 
The monetarist controversy or, should we 
forsake stabilization policies?—

San Fran Spr 77 p 27

EURODOLLARS
The euro-currency market and the 
growth of international reserves—

Bost May 77 p 9

FARM CREDIT
Farm financial and credit conditions— 

Rich March 77 p 13 
Farm debt—a problem for some—

Dallas June 77 p 10
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FARM EXPORTS 
Free trade: A major factor in 
U. S. farm income—

St Louis March 77 p 18

FARM INCOME
Outlook for farm income in 1977—

St Louis Feb 77 p 16 
Farmers reap record cash in ’76—

Atlanta May 77 p 80

FARM OUTLOOK 
Agriculture: Expansions high
lighted developments—

Chic Jan 77 p 10
The outlook for agriculture in 1977—

Rich Jan 77 p 15

FARM PRODUCTIVITY
Fewer farms produce more—

Atlanta May 77 p 75

FARM REAL ESTATE 
Farm real estate values—

Kansas City Jan 77 p 13 
Farm real estate values—some 
important determinants—

Kansas City March 77 p 3 
Twentieth century trends in 
farmland values—

Chic May 77 p 11
Farm real estate: Who buys and how?— 

Kansas City June 77 p 3

FEDERAL FUNDS MARKET 
Federal funds and repurchase 
agreements—

NY Sum 77 p 33

FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS DIRECTORS 
50 new, including women and minorities— 

FR Bull Jan 77 p 96 
Board of Directors—

Atlanta Feb 77 p 24 
Directors of Federal Reserve Banks 
and branches—

FR Bull Feb 77 p 170

FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS EARNINGS 
Payments to U. S. Treasury of 
$5,870 million, 1976—

FR Bull Jan 77 p 97

FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS OPERATIONS 
Annual operations and executive changes— 

Phila Jan 77 p 21
Operations of the Federal Reserve Bank 
of St. Louis—1976—

St Louis Feb 77 p 8 
The right way to price Federal 
Reserve services—

Minn Sum 77 p 15

FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD 
Employee responsibilities and conduct 
amendment May 26, 1977—

FR Bull June 77 p 577 
ANNUAL REPORT availab le—

FR Bull June 77 p 614

FEDERAL RESERVE MONETARY POLICY 
Monetary objectives and 
monetary policy—

NY Spr 77 p 29
Questioning Federal Reserve policies— 

Minn Sum 77 p 1

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
MEMBERSHIP

Comparative burdens of Federal 
Reserve member and nonmember banks— 

Kansas City March 77 p 13

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
PUBLICATIONS

PURPOSES AND FUNCTIONS available  
as a free publication. PUBLISHED INTER
PRETATIONS price raised to $7.50—

FR Bull April 77 p 431

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
STATISTICS

Major revision and Annual Digest 
1971-75 to be published—

FR Bull Jan 77 p 98
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Revisions in data and nonmenclature— 
FR Bull May 77 p 522

FINANCE COMPANIES 
Domestic finance companies:
Assets and liabilities—

FR Bull June 77 p 614

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 
NONBANK FINANCIAL INSTITU
TIONS available—

Rich Nov 75 p 24

FISCAL POLICY
Federal spending lags expectations—

Chic May 77 p 3

FOOD STAMP PLAN
Food stamps—program impacts 
on Southwest—

Dallas March 77 p 7

FOOD SUPPLY
Food: Outlook favorable for consumers— 

St Louis April 77 p 15

FOREIGN EXCHANGE RATES 
A monetarist model of exchange 
rate determination—

Rich Jan 77 p 3
Measuring the international value 
of the U. S. dollar—

Chic May 77 p 17
Factors determining exchange rates:
A simple model and empirical tests— 

Rich Mav 77 d 10

FUTURE RESEARCH 
Long-term outlook—

Atlanta Jan 77 p 8

GARDNER, STEPHEN S.
Statement to Congress, February 2, 1977 
(bank supervision)—

FR Bull Feb 77 p 116 
Statement to Congress, May 24,
1977 (bank supervision)—

FR Bull June 77 p 551

GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES 
Local government wages and services:
How much should citizens pay?—

Phila Jan 77 p 13

GRANTS-IN-AID
The South’s share of the Federal pie— 

Atlanta April 77 p 47

GREAT BRITAIN — FOREIGN EXCHANGE 
Standby credits January 10, 1977—

FR Bull Jan 77 p 96

GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT 
Energy resources and potential GNP—

St Louis June 77 p 10

HOUSING
Housing in the recovery—

FR Bull March 77 p 189

INFLATION
Are you protected from inflation?—

St Louis Jan 77 p 2 
The effects of changes in 
inflationary expectations—

St Louis April 77 p 10 
On cost-push theories of inflation 
in the pre-war monetary literature—

Rich May 77 p 3
So what, it’s only a five percent inflation— 

St Louis May 77 p 21 
Inflation—the role of market structure— 

Dallas June 77 p 1

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE 
Federal Reserve rules, amendment 
March 12, 1977—

FR Bull March 77 p 263 
New rules effective March 12, 1977 
“Govt, in the Sunshine Act”—

FR Bull April 77 p 396

INTEREST RATES 
A case for market interest rates—

Phila May 77 p 3
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INTEREST RATES — LAWS 
Minnesota’s usury law: A 
reevaluation—

Minn Spr 77 p 1

INVENTORIES
Inventory investment in the recent 
recession and recovery—

St Louis April 77 p 2

JACKSON, PHILIP C.
Statement to Congress, February 9, 1977 
(consumer protection)—

FR Bull Feb 77 p 125

LABOR MARKET 
The behavior of the labor market 
over the business cycle—

Kansas City April 77 p 3

LILLY, DAVID M.
Statement to Congress, March 30, 1977 
(government lending agencies)—

FR Bull April 77 p 366 
Statement to Congress, May 4, 1977 
(Federal Reserve Board salaries)—

FR Bull May 77 p 468

MINNESOTA
Measuring banking concentration 
in Minnesota—

Minn Wint 77 p 12

MONETARY POLICY
Alternatives for 1977 and beyond—

Dallas Feb 77 p 11 
Monetary policy — a changing 
relationship between money and income— 

Dallas April 77 p 1
MAKING MONEY WORK availab le—

NY Sum 77 p 63

MONEY CIRCULATION
Currency in use and in hoards—

Bost March 77 p 21

MONEY SUPPLY
Money—a changing concept in

a changing world—
Kansas City Jan 77 p 3 

Money stock measures: Revision—
FR Bull March 77 p 305 

A broader role for monetary 
targets (Volcker)—

NY Spr 77 p 23 
The monetarist controversy—

San Fran Spr 77 p 5 
Why the Fed should consider 
holding MQ constant—

Minn Sum 77 p 2

MUNICIPAL FINANCE 
Commercial banks, tax avoidance, and 
the market for state and local debt since 
1970—

Bost Jan 77 p 3
Philadelphia’s fiscal story: The city and 
the schools—

Phila March 77 p 3 
The growing link between the Federal 
government and state and local government 
financing—

St Louis May 77 p 13 
New York City’s economy—a 
perspective on its problems—

NY Sum 77 p 49

NEGOTIABLE ORDER OF WITHDRAWAL 
Impacts of NOW accounts and thrift 
institution competition . . .—

Bost Jan 77 p 22

OPEN MARKET OPERATIONS 
COMMITTEE MINUTES 1971 available 
for inspection at National Archives and 
Federal Reserve Banks—

FR Bull Feb 77 p 185 
Federal Agency Securities:
Changes in rules for purchase—

FR Bull March 77 p 305 
The FOMC in 1976: Progress 
against inflation—

St Louis March 77 p 2 
The implementation of monetary 
policy in 1976—

FR Bull April 77 p 323
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Amendment March 12, 1977 of 
rules on information not disclosed—

FR Bull May 77 p 492 
The Federal Reserve’s impact on 
several reserve aggregates—

Kansas City May 77 p 14 
The implementation of monetary 
policy in 1976—

NY Spr 77 p 37

OVER THE COUNTER MARKET 
REVISED OTC LIST available—

FR Bull Jan 77 p 98

PARTEE, J. CHARLES 
Statement to Congress, March 30, 1977 
(deficit financing)—

FR Bull April 77 p 370 
Statement to Congress, May 25, 1977 
(government agencies]—

FR Bull June 77 p 556 
Statement to Congress, June 6, 1977 
(tax and loan accounts]—

FR Bull June 77 p 558

PENSION PLANS 
FUNDING PENSIONS available—

Bost Jan 77 p 39

PETROLEUM INDUSTRY 
Prospects for the OPEC cartel—

Dallas Jan 77 p 1
Trade with the oil-exporting countries— 

Bost May 77 p 3
Offshore oil rigs—oversupply despite 
world energy shortage—

Dallas May 77 p 1

POPULATION MIGRATION 
New faces in the south—

Atlanta Feb 77 p 15

REGULATION AA
Amendment December 29,1977 (technical)— 

FR Bull Feb 77 p 147

REGULATION B
Equal credit opportunity, amendment

March 23, 1977—
FR Bull Jan 77 p 27 

Equal credit opportunity—
FR Bull Feb 77 p 101

Amendment December 29,1977 (technical]— 
FR Bull Feb 77 p 147 

Interpretation regarding California law 
conflict with Equal Credit Opportunity Act— 

FR Bull May 77 p 487 
Amendment June 1, 1977 (credit history 
of married persons]—

FR Bull June 77 p 613

REGULATION C 
Interpretation on mortgage area 
disclosure and exempt depositories—

FR Bull April 77 p 429 
Interpretations of depository and 
nondepository institutions—

FR Bull May 77 p 490 
Designation of new SMSA’s—

FR Bull June 77 p 613

REGULATION D 
Amendment December 30, 1976—

FR Bull Jan 77 p 52 
Loan-to-lender programs—

FR Bull April 77 p 396

REGULATION F
Amendment January 4, 1977 (bank 
disclosure to stockholders)—

FR Bull Jan 77 p 95

REGULATION H 
Amendment April 13, 1977 
(flood insurance)—

FR Bull April 77 p 429 
Proposed amendment on state member bank 
loans in flood areas April 13, 1977—

FR Bull April 77 p 430 
Amendment April 13, 1977 (state 
member bank flood loans)—

FR Bull May 77 p 487

REGULATION K 
Interpretation regarding foreign 
bank subsidiary issue of debt obligations— 

FR Bull Jan 77 p 59
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REGULATION L
Amendment January 5, 1977 (interlocking 
directorates for minority banks)—

FR Bull Jan 77 p 95
Amendment January 4, 1977 (interlocking 
directorates in minority banks)—

FR Bull Feb 77 p 147

REGULATION Q 
Amendment March 24, 1977—

FR Bull April 77 p 395 
Amendment April 7, 1977 (individual 
retirement accounts)—

FR Bull April 77 p 426 
Proposed amendment on pooled deposits 
not adopted April 7, 1977—

FR Bull April 77 p 430 
Amendment July 6, 1977 (individual 
retirement accounts)—

FR Bull May 77 p 489
REGULATION T 

Amendment January 1, 1977 
(specialists accounts)—

FR Bull Jan 77 p 52 
Amendment June 1, 1977 
(relaxing straddle rules)—

FR Bull May 77 p 487 
Proposed amendment on stock options— 

FR Bull May 77 p 522
REGULATION Y

Interpretation regarding bank holding 
companies’ purchase of insurance 
companies—

FR Bull Jan 77 p 60 
Annual report forms revised 
December 27, 1976—

FR Bull Jan 77 p 97 
Interpretation on divestitures,
February 15, 1977—

FR Bull March 77 p 263, 305 
Amendment deferred (management 
consultants)—

FR Bull May 77 p 489
REGULATION Z 

Amendment December 10, 1976 
(state exemptions)—

FR Bull Jan 77 p 52

Amendment December 29,1977 (technical)- 
FR Bull Feb 77 p 147 

Interpretation on lease disclosure—
FR Bull March 77 p 265 

Amendment April 12, 1977, effective 
October 10, 1977 (variable rate clauses)— 

FR Bull April 77 p 428 
Interpretation on dealer participation— 

FR Bull April 77 p 429 
Proposed interpretation on credit card 
issuers billing in full—

FR Bull April 77 p 430 
Amendment October 10, 1977 (variable 
interest rate disclosure)—

FR Bull May 77 p 489 
Interpretation regarding disclosure 
of dealer participation—

FR Bull May 77 p 492 
Proposed amendment on Truth-in- 
Lending disclosure—

FR Bull May 77 p 522

RESERVE REQUIREMENTS 
Member bank reserve deposits as a 
source of Federal Reserve Bank earnings- 

Chic May 77 p 7

RETAIL TRADE
The reliability and forecasting value of 
advance estimates of retail sales—

Kansas City April 77 p 17

SAVINGS DEPOSITS 
Banks now offer savings deposit 
service to businesses—

Chic March 77 p 8

SMITH, ADAM
THE RELEVANCE OF ADAM SMITH 
available—

Rich March 77 p 15

TRANSFER OF FUNDS 
Current issues in Electronic Funds 
Transfer—

Dallas Feb 77 p 1 
Competitive aspects of EFTS—

Minn Wint 77 p 19
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TREASURY BILLS
The Treasury bill futures market and 
market expectations of interest rates— 

St Louis June 77 p 2

UNEMPLOYMENT 
Where are the jobs?—

Atlanta Jan 77 p 3 
Coping with unemployment—

Phila Jan 77 p 3
Employment and unemployment— 

Chic March 77 p 3 
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